In this paper we developed a simulation model to evaluate a range of acceptable biological catch (ABC) control rules to determine their relative performance at achieving common fishery management objectives. We explored a range of scenarios to determine robustness of a control rule to different situations and found that across scenarios the control rules that used a buffer to account for scientific uncertainty when setting the ABC were able to limit the frequency of overfishing. Modest buffers when setting the ABC were generally effective at limiting overfishing, but larger buffers resulted in higher average biomass, similar long-term benefits to the fishery (high yield, low variability in yield), more rapid recovery of depleted populations, and a lower risk of the population being overfished, and these results were robust to the level of uncertainty in the assessment model estimates. In addition, fixing the ABC over the interval between assessments and having a short interval between assessments was generally more effective at meeting management objectives than using projections and having a long assessment interval.
Introduction
Uncertainty is an integral part of fisheries management, whether resulting from our lack of knowledge of and variation in either the biology of the species that is targeted or the response of the fishery itself to regulation. The importance of these two sources of uncertainty, scientific and management, may vary among systems and among the approach to management (singlespecies, multispecies, or ecosystem-based approaches), but they are ever present. Because it is likely that not all management tools are equally robust to uncertainty, it is important to understand how the performance of alternative fishery management tools responds to differing levels of uncertainty so that managers may adopt approaches with appropriate levels of precaution.
In the US, recent changes in federal fisheries legislation have required fisheries managers to explicitly consider uncertainty when setting harvest limits. The Magnuson-Stevens Fishery Conservation and Management Reauthorization Act of 2006 (MSFCMRA) aims to maintain healthy US fisheries by, among other things, limiting overfishing (NMFS 2006) . In the revised National Standard 1 under the MSFCMRA, the Scientific and Statistical Committees (SSCs) of each of the eight regional management councils have been tasked with recommending acceptable biological catch (ABC) levels. Moreover, National Standard 1 requires that scientific uncertainty be used to guide the selection of an ABC by achieving a specific, acceptable probability of overfishing (≤50%; Federal Register 2009). Importantly, the ABCs recommended by the SSCs ultimately constrain the annual catch limit (ACL) set by the regional fishery management councils, as they cannot recommend a catch level above the ABC. Many control rules to manage fisheries have been developed and tested (reviewed in Deroba and Bence 2008 ), yet few of these satisfy the desired properties of the revised MSFCMRA. In particular, achieving a specified probability of overfishing has generally not been an explicit criterion for control rules. Overfishing occurs for a stock when the harvest rate, F, in a given year exceeds the limit rate that defines overfishing (F lim ), and managers try to achieve a desired harvest rate (≤F lim ) by setting a catch limit. For stocks where stock assessments are possible (i.e., data-rich), the overfishing limit (OFL) is the estimated catch achieved by fishing at the harvest rate F lim , and it is calculated using estimates for the terminal year of the assessment model and often from stochastic stock projections for a number of years in the future to produce a distribution for possible OFL values over time (Shertzer et al. 2008) . However, capturing all of the possible sources of uncertainty inherent in the estimation and projection processes is likely impossible, and as a result the uncertainty in the OFL is likely underestimated. For example, Ralston et al. (2011) found that the uncertainty in population biomass estimated within an assessment is often less than the uncertainty in biomass estimated among repeated assessments for the same stock.
One approach to account for this underestimation of uncertainty is to estimate the uncertainty in the OFL distribution outside the stock assessment. In several regions of the US, the point estimate of the OFL in a given year is treated as the median of a lognormal distribution, with a coefficient of variation (CV) that is specified by the SSC (PFMC 2010; MAFMC 2011) . Given a distribution for the OFL, the next step is to select a target probability of overfishing, or P ‫ء‬ (Shertzer et al. 2008) . For example, with a P ‫ء‬ of 0.4, the 40th percentile of the OFL distribution would be selected as the ABC. Using this process, the buffer size between the ABC and the OFL increases as the target P ‫ء‬ decreases and as the assumed CV of the OFL distribution increases. The target P ‫ء‬ can be fixed or vary with estimated biomass in the control rule, but by having the target P ‫ء‬ decrease with decreasing biomass, the buffer between the ABC and the OFL will be greater for populations with low biomass (Fig. 1) .
The P ‫ء‬ approach outlined above may be applied differently for different stocks, depending on the circumstances. For example, larger CVs may be selected for stocks with greater uncertainty in the assessment, such as a strong retrospective pattern (Mohn 1999) . Alternatively, the target P ‫ء‬ might be fixed for a stock, or it could be varied in response to the changes in the estimated biomass, with a lower P ‫ء‬ for a more depleted stock (Fig. 1) . Alternative approaches for implementing the P ‫ء‬ approach have been adopted across the US, but their relative performance has not been tested.
Here we developed a simulation model to evaluate a range of ABC control rules to determine their relative performance for achieving common fishery management objectives. We explored scenarios to determine robustness of a control rule to different situations, including a range of life histories, exploitation histories, and data and stock assessment quality. For each control rule, we measured performance in a variety of ways. One of the primary goals of the MSFCMRA is to avoid overfishing, and how well a control rule achieves this objective is thus an essential measure of its utility. But, ABC control rules must also balance the trade-offs between risk and reward, because minimizing the probability of overfishing may also minimize yield (Little et al. 2016 ). Thus, control rule performance was evaluated with respect to its impact on other fishery metrics in addition to the probability of overfishing.
Methods
To test the performance of alternative ABC control rules, we conducted a management strategy evaluation (MSE) over a range of scenarios encompassing different life histories, exploitation histories, and levels of assessment quality. The simulation model is a closed-loop MSE (Butterworth and Punt 1999; Milner-Gulland et al. 2010) with three main components (operating, assessment, and management submodels) and was developed in AD Model Builder (Fournier et al. 2011) . The foundation of the MSE simulation is the operating model, which determines the population dynamics of the stock and how data are generated. Data generated in the operating model are based on the true state of the population with some specified amount of observation error. The operating model generated data on fishery harvests, as well as a fishery-independent index of abundance. These data were then used in the assessment model to estimate stock status and biological reference points. The assessment model was a statistical catch at age (SCAA) model (Fournier and Archibald 1982) , and output from the assessment was used in the management model to determine the catch limit using a particular ABC control rule. The catch limit estimated in the management model was removed from the population, without implementation error, and the simulation loop continued for a set number of years. We did not include implementation error because our goal was to test performance of ABC control rules and not what the impacts are of going over or under the specified ABC. This process was repeated 1000 times stochastically for each scenario (e.g., life history, assessment quality, recruitment variability) to account for the variability in the population dynamics, data generation, and assessment estimation. At the end of each run, the true and estimated values summarizing the population and fishery dynamics were stored and used to evaluate the ability of a control rule to meet multiple management objectives.
Operating, assessment, and management models
The population dynamics in the operating model followed an age-structured model, with the equations governing these dynamics presented in Table 1, definitions of the variables in Table 2 , and parameters defined in Table 3 . Equations used in the model are referenced by their number in Table 1 , such that the formula for calculating recruitment, for example, is referred to as eq. T1.1. The population began at unfished equilibrium abundance in year 1 of the simulation. ‫ء‬ control rule, where the target P ‫ء‬ declines linearly from a specified maximum as the estimated spawning biomass S falls below the S targ target level. In this example, the specified maximum target P ‫ء‬ = 0.4, and the target P ‫ء‬ = 0 (and the fishery is closed) when S/S targ ≤ 0.1. (Right) Buffer size (acceptable biological catch/overfishing limit ratio: ABC/OFL) as a function of the target P ‫ء‬ (≤0.5) and the assumed CV of the distribution for the OFL. Pagination not final (cite DOI) / Pagination provisoire (citer le DOI)
Recruitment followed the Beverton-Holt stock-recruit relationship, with bias-corrected, lognormally distributed, and autocorrelated deviations (eq. T1.1). Parameters controlling the degree of autocorrelation and variability in recruitment (Table 3) were based on the recruitment meta-analysis of Thorson et al. (2014) . Total spawning biomass in a given year was calculated by summing the product of the proportion mature, mass at age, and abundance at age over all recruited age classes (eq. T1.2). Annual abundance of recruited ages was determined from the abundance of that cohort the previous year, decreased by continuous natural and fishing mortality (eq. T1.3). Total mortality at age was the sum of fishing and natural mortality (eq. T1.4). Natural mortality was independent of age, but varied over time following an autocorrelated process on the log scale (eq. T1.5). Fishing mortality at age was the product of fishing intensity of fully selected ages and selectivity at age, which followed an autocorrelated process on the log scale. The model contained a single fishery with a logistic selectivity function. The selectivity ogive varied over time as the parameter that determines the age at 50% selectivity varies annually in an autocorrelated manner (eq. T1.6), as selectivity in a fishery Table 1 . Equations governing the population and data-generating dynamics in the operating model.
Equation Description
Population, life history, and fishing dynamics
Time-varying natural mortality
Selectivity at age in fishery or survey, with time-varying selectivity only in the fishery
Mass at length T1.9 m(a) ϭ 1
Maturity at age
Annual catch at age and total catch Data-generating dynamics T1.11
True index of abundance T1.13 I obs (t) ϭ I(t)
Observed index of abundance
Observed vector of proportion at age in fishery f can vary in response to changing regulations, fishing practices, or changes in growth, although the source for the changes was not modeled explicitly. Mass at age was an allometric function of length at age, which followed a von Bertalanffy growth function (eqs. T1.7 and T1.8).
The proportion mature at age was calculated using a logistic function (eq. T1.9). Length, mass, and maturity at age were fixed for a given species life history. Catch was calculated using the Baranov catch equation (Quinn and Deriso 1999; eq. T1.10) .
Each model run was divided into two periods, the initial and management periods, covering 80 and 50 years, respectively. In the initial period, the population started in an equilibrium state and remained unfished for the first 50 years to allow for variability in biomass and age structure (due to recruitment only) at the start of fishing. In year 51 of the initial period, a single fishery developed during the next first 30 years following a fixed pattern of total fishing mortality, where F increased linearly for 15 years (until year 65) and was constant at its peak value for the remainder of the initial period. The combination of peak fishing intensity (F = 0.5 × F MSY , 1.0 × F MSY , or 2.5 × F MSY for the light, moderate, or heavy exploitation scenarios, respectively), realized patterns of recruitment, fishery selectivity, and natural mortality during this period determined the abundance and age structure of the population at the start of the management period. The management period began in year 81, and the population was first assessed using 20 years of data generated during the initial period, starting in year 60, and with a 1-year lag between the last year of the data collected and when the assessment was done. Thus, the time series of catch and survey data did not cover the entire history of the fishery. The management period continued for 50 years to allow evaluation of the long-term effects of a given control rule, with stock assessments occurring every 2 years.
We assumed that a full catch history was not available for the assessment model as is common in the eastern US. The data used in the assessment were the fishery catch (both total and proportions at age) and a fishery-independent index of abundance (both total and proportions at age). These data sets were generated by applying observation error to the true values using lognormal errors for the total index and catch and multinomial distributions for the age compositions (eqs. T1.10-T1.14). The amount of observation error in the generation of the data was varied to explore the interactions between data quality and uncertainty in the assessment estimates.
The time series of catch and survey data were input into the SCAA model to estimate the abundance at age, fishing mortality rates in each year, and reference points for management. The estimated parameters were the abundance at age in the first year of the SCAA, recruitments and fishing mortality rates (across years), fishery selectivity parameters, survey selectivity parameters, and survey catchability. The SCAA used a maximum likelihood approach to estimate the parameters. Survey catchability and age at 50% selectivity in the fishery are assumed constant over time in the assessment model, even though they were varied with time in the operating model. Natural mortality was assumed to be constant over age and time at the mean value for the given life history (Table 3 ). All other required SCAA inputs (i.e., maturity and mass at age) are set to the true values specified in the operating model. The SCAA model also estimated the spawning potential ratio (SPR)-based reference points to determine stock status and target catch, because these are commonly used as proxies for MSY-based reference points due to the difficulties in estimating stock-recruit relationships needed for calculating MSY-based reference points (e.g., NEFSC 2002). We explored two SPR-based fishing mortality rates as the limit rate that defines overfishing (F lim = F 35% and F 45% ) for all life histories, because they are within the range of commonly used values in the US. For example, the Pacific Fishery Management Council uses between F 30% and F 50% as the limit that defines overfishing for its groundfish species (PFMC 2015) . The spawning biomass reference point was calculated by multiplying the spawning stock biomass-per-recruit by the mean estimate of recruitment over the time series (NEFSC 2002; Haltuch et al. 2008) . Because maturity and mass at age were fixed at the true values, the SPR-based reference points varied across assessments based on the estimated fishery selectivity and the estimated mean recruitment.
For each life history we ran MSE simulations for two steepness values (0.6 and 0.85). We selected these values because they are representative of the range identified by Myers et al. (1999) for a number of Families (interquartile range at the Family level between 0.56 and 0.85). Punt et al. (2008) showed that the target SPR% is tightly correlated with the steepness of the stock-recruitment relationship, such that selecting a particular SPR% for a stock implies a certain level of steepness. Our steepness values do not perfectly match the target SPR%, such that the F X% ≠ F MSY . When F lim = F 45% , F lim is close to the true F MSY level for a steepness of 0.6, but is lower than F MSY for a steepness of 0.85. Conversely, when F lim = F 35% , F lim is close to the true F MSY for a steepness of 0.85, but is higher than F MSY when steepness is 0.6 (F 35% , F 45% , and F MSY values are listed in Table 3 ). Thus, we are exploring the impact of defining overfishing with F lim close to, below, and above F MSY .
In the management model, a harvest control rule was applied using the estimated biomass projected 1 year past the terminal year and the F lim from the assessment model to determine the ABC using the specified control rule. The projected biomass was calculated using the terminal abundance at age, fixed mass at age, assumed M and estimated F at age in the terminal year, with recruitment assumed equal to the mean level over the previous 10 years. Under the baseline model runs the ABC was constant for the interval between assessments (2 years), but we also explored the effects of using projections to set year-specific ABCs for the 2-year interval and over a 5-year interval. When projections were used, the same deterministic approach was used to calculate abundance at age in the projected year, assuming F = F lim in all years after the terminal year. Note that this approach ignores the changes in abundance that might occur by setting the ABC < OFL, which would result in F < F lim with accurate estimates of abundance. As a result, the deterministic projections provided more Pagination not final (cite DOI) / Pagination provisoire (citer le DOI) conservative estimates of the OFL because the F associated with the OFL is higher than the F associated with the ABC in most cases. The estimated ABC is then removed from the population the following year, and the resulting F is calculated using the Baranov catch equation (Quinn and Deriso 1999) .
Control rules
We explored the performance of eight ABC control rules (Table 4) . One control rule was used as a baseline to test the effect of using no buffer when setting the ABC (ABC = OFL). The other seven control rules applied different buffer sizes, with one doing so by setting a target F at 75% of F lim (based on the work of Restrepo et al. 1998 and generally used for New England groundfish stocks not undergoing rebuilding; NEFMC 2009). The remaining six control rules were variations of the P ‫ء‬ approach (Shertzer et al. 2008) , in which the distribution for the OFL was assumed to follow a lognormal distribution with different CVs. We explored three variations of the P ‫ء‬ approach with a fixed target P ‫ء‬ (i.e., P ‫ء‬ was independent of biomass) of 0.4 for CVs of 0.37, 0.7, and 1.0 and three variations with the same CVs but with a biomass-dependent target P ‫ء‬ that declines as biomass falls below S targ , where P ‫ء‬ = 0 at Note: Life-history-invariant parameters are presented at the top, with multiple values explored for the assessments with "low" and "high" uncertainty. Multiple BRPs are shown for each life history due to the different values of steepness (h) of the stock-recruit relationship. Note: P ‫ء‬ refers to a target probability of overfishing. The overfishing limit (OFL) is the catch achieved by fishing at the limit fishing mortality reference point (F lim ) given the projected abundance at age in the assessment model. Many of the control rules differed in the coefficient of variation (CV) assumed for a lognormal distribution about the OFL. The control rules that varied P ‫ء‬ did so using a biomass-dependent rule (Fig. 1) .
S/S targ ≤ 0.1 (Fig. 1) . The basis for the selection of a CV of 0.37 is Ralston et al. (2011) , who conducted a meta-analysis of assessment error for stocks managed by the PFMC (note, however, that the PFMC uses a target P ‫ء‬ of 0.45 for many of their stocks; PFMC 2015). A CV of 1.0 was chosen because this value is used by the MidAtlantic Fishery Management Council (MAFMC) in their P ‫ء‬ control rule (MAFMC 2011), and 0.7 was chosen as an intermediate value.
We selected a maximum target P ‫ء‬ of 0.4 because this is the value used by the MAFMC in their control rule and also because the differences in buffers between the ABC and OFL are small across the range of CVs we explored for target P ‫ء‬ values above 0.4 (Fig. 1 ).
Parameterization and model runs
We ran the model over a range of scenarios to identify factors affecting the performance of ABC control rules. For the baseline model runs we explored eight control rules over two levels of assessment uncertainty (low or high), two levels of recruitment variability ( R ), two levels of recruitment autocorrelation ( R ) , two steepness values (h), two SPR-based fishing mortality limits, three exploitation scenarios (light, moderate, and heavy historical fishing intensity), and three life histories (short-, medium-, and longlived; see Table 3 for parameter values). We explored these different scenarios to determine whether control rule performance was robust across the different scenarios or performance was scenario-dependent (see Performance measures section below for how we quantified performance). For example, it is possible that the less conservative control rules do not provide sufficient buffers in cases of high assessment uncertainty, while control rules with larger buffers may be overly conservative in cases of low assessment uncertainty. Assessment uncertainty will be affected by the quality of the data going into the model, but it may also be influenced by the intensity of historical fishing pressure, as showed greater accuracy in assessment estimates for heavily exploited species, likely due to greater contrast in the data. Historical fishing pressure may interact with the life history of the species, as fast-growing, short-lived species may be more prone to collapse in cases of intense fishing (Pinsky and Byler 2015) , while slow-growing, long-lived species will likely require longer time to rebuild if they become overfished (Benson et al. 2016) , and these effects may be more or less severe depending on the variability and autocorrelation of recruitment events and how productive a population is at low biomass levels. We therefore evaluated control rule performance across these scenarios in a factorial manner, for a total of 288 scenario runs for each of the eight control rules, resulting in 2304 runs (each with 1000 stochastic iterations) in the baseline model.
The different life histories explored were short-lived, mediumlived, and long-lived (Table 3 ). The long-lived life history had relatively slow growth, late maturation, and later age at entry into the fishery. In contrast, the short-lived life history had rapid growth, early maturation, and early age at entry in the fishery. The medium-lived life history is between the long-and short-lived life histories. We used different maximum ages (assumed to be a plus group) for each life history (7, 12, and 20 years for the short-, medium-and long-lived life histories, respectively). Additionally, the mean natural mortality differed with life history, being higher for the short-lived life history. All other life history parameters were either fixed across life histories (L ∞ and the length-mass parameters b and c) or determined from the other parameters. The mean natural mortality rate was used to determine the growth rate, k = M/1.5, and age at 50% maturity, m 50% = M/1.4 (Charnov and Berrigan 1991; Charnov et al. 1993; Frisk et al. 2001) , which then determined the initial age at 50% selectivity in the fishery (s f,50% = m 50% ). For the survey, age at 50% selectivity was lower than that of the fishery, s s,50% = 0.75 s f,50% , and this value was rounded down to the nearest integer to determine the age at recruitment to the population, a R ϭ <s s,50% =.
For the assessment uncertainty scenarios, we modeled "low" and "high" uncertainty cases where several factors were adjusted to affect assessment performance (Table 3) . For each case we varied the CV of the observation error in the survey (lower for the good scenario), the number of samples collected to generate agestructured data (higher for the good case), and the amount of autocorrelation in the time-varying parameters (lower in the good scenario). Much of the error in poorly performing models is likely caused by poor structural assumptions (e.g., Deroba and Schueller 2013) . We attempted to replicate poor assumptions by allowing fishery selectivity and natural mortality to vary over time in the operating model, but they were assumed to be constant over time in the assessment model. In addition, we explored two levels of recruitment variability and two levels of autocorrelation in recruitment, resulting in four total runs. The levels of variability and autocorrelation were based on the meta-analysis of Thorson et al. (2014) .
In the baseline runs, the ABC was based solely on the most recent assessment. Large changes in the estimated abundance between assessments, either due to process variability (e.g., a strong year-class) or assessment uncertainty, result in large changes in the ABC. One alternative approach we explored to reduce the variability the ABC, often a concern of stakeholders, was calculating a weighted average between the current estimate (ABC cur (t)) and the estimated ABC from the final year of the previous assessment period (ABC prev ). We assumed equal weight when averaging the ABC, such that ABC(t) = 0.5 × ABC cur (t) + 0.5 × ABC prev . We limited our analysis on averaging of the ABC to a subset of runs to reduce the amount of model output. As in the baseline runs, we explored two levels of assessment uncertainty and two levels of R , but only for the medium-lived life history with R = 0.44, steepness = 0.85, and F lim = F 35% and only for three control rules (OFL, P ‫ء‬ fixed with an assumed CV = 0.37, and the threshold P ‫ء‬ with an assumed CV = 0.7; Table 4 ). The effect of averaging the ABC likely interacts with the interval between assessments, and whether or not projections are done, so in addition to an assessment interval of 2 years, we explored a 5-year interval, both fixing the ABC over the interval or using projections to calculate a time-varying ABC between assessments.
Performance measures
At the end of each run, a range of performance measures was calculated to summarize the ability of each control rule to meet a suite of management objectives (Table 5 ). The primary performance measures we used to assess control rule performance were population size, fishery yield, variability in fishery yield, frequency of overfishing, magnitude of overfishing when it occurs, proportion of years below the stock size threshold (S < 0.5S targ ; calculated using all runs and also excluding runs where biomass started below the threshold), and years required to rebuild the population (calculated as the number of years for a population starting with below 0.5S targ to increase to a level at or above S targ ). For most performance measures, we used the mean over a portion of the management period, such as the first 5 years or final 20 years, or over the entire management period. The probability of overfishing was calculated as the proportion of years during the management period in which F exceeded F lim . We summarized year-to-year variability in fishery yield by calculating the average of the absolute value (AAV; Punt 2003) of difference in yield from one year to the next across the management period.
Results
A full summary of the model results across all combinations of runs is not feasible, and we provide a summary of some of the main conclusions here (more detailed output of the performance measures by scenarios can be found in Tables S1-S5 of the online Supplemental material 1 ). Across scenarios, control rules that applied a buffer between the ABC and the OFL resulted in a probability of overfishing (P OF ) below the 0.5 threshold (above which overfishing is more likely to occur than not) for most model runs (Fig. 2) . All control rules that accounted for uncertainty (i.e., ABC < OFL) were able to limit overfishing (P OF < 0.5), but the P OF varied widely across control rules and depended on the particular scenario in many cases. In general, the interquartile range (IQR) in estimates of P OF was below the 0.5 threshold, such that fewer than 25% of the runs resulted in frequent overfishing for most control rules. Only the OFL and the fixed P ‫ء‬ approach with the smallest buffer (assumed CV = 0.37) control rules had an IQR extend above 0.5 across scenarios, and the fixed P ‫ء‬ control rule with moderately sized buffer (assumed CV of 0.7) resulted in an IQR above 0.5 only for the runs with high recruitment variability (Fig. 2) .
As might be expected, the median P OF increased going from the long-lived to the short-lived life history (Fig. 2, top left panel) , while the variability in P OF increased going from the short-to the long-lived life histories. Overfishing occurred more frequently for the lightly exploited scenarios and was comparable between the moderate and heavy exploitation scenarios for the nonthresholdbased control rules (although variability in P OF was reduced for the heavy exploitation scenario). Overfishing was less frequent for the heavy exploitation scenario for the threshold-based control rules that increased the buffer between the ABC and the OFL when biomass falls below S targ . P OF also varied by control rule for the different levels of steepness, with comparable or higher median P OF (with greater variability) for the threshold-based control rules with a higher steepness and lower, less variable P OF for the nonthreshold-based control rules with higher steepness (Fig. 2,  middle left panel) . In contrast, threshold-based control rules resulted in comparable rates of overfishing between the low and high assessment uncertainty runs, while the remaining control rules had higher rates of overfishing with greater assessment uncertainty. Increased recruitment variability increased the frequency of overfishing across control rules, while autocorrelation in recruitment had no effect ( Fig. 2; Table 6 ).
For each run we calculated the mean yield to the fishery in the first 5 years of control rule implementation (called the "initial" yield), and the final 20 years (called the "long-term" yield). Threshold-based control rules had lower initial yield, with the lowest initial catches occurring with the largest assumed CVs and for the heavy exploitation scenarios (between 19% and 25% of MSY compared with 29% to 31% of MSY for the nonthreshold control rules; Table 6 ). In contrast, long-term yield was similar across exploitation scenarios and was slightly higher for the threshold control rules (66% of MSY compared with 64% of MSY for nonthreshold options that buffered away from the OFL). Increasing the CV for the P ‫ء‬ approach did not alter the interannual variability in the catches (AAV), but AAV was slightly higher for the threshold-based control rules and for the light exploitation scenario (Table 6) .
Mean spawning biomass (relative to S MSY ) in the final 20 years varied by control rule, with higher mean biomass for the more conservative control rules (larger buffers resulting from higher assumed CVs in the OFL distribution and threshold-based for a given CV), but was similar across exploitation scenarios for a given control rule (Table 6 ). We also calculated the proportion of years that biomass fell below the overfished threshold (<0.5S targ ) as a measure of the probability of low biomass. The median probability of low biomass was greater than 0 only for the OFL and fixed P ‫ء‬ with CV = 0.37 control rules, with median proportions of 0.1 and 0.02 (Table 6 ). More conservative control rules also resulted in more rapid rebuilding of overexploited populations, with larger buffers (higher assumed CVs) decreasing rebuilding time by roughly 1 year, on average. Using a threshold-based control rule with a larger buffer at low population sizes reduced the rebuilding time by 2 to 3 years on average for a given assumed CV (Table 6 ).
The P OF performance measure informs on how often overfishing occurs, but not on the magnitude of overfishing (i.e., how far F was above F lim ). We therefore calculated the mean F/F lim in years when overfishing occurred. The magnitude of overfishing was generally lowest for the moderate exploitation scenario and highest for the heavy exploitation scenario across control rules (Table 6 ). This result is largely due to reduced future recruitment relative to the mean value used to calculate the ABC in the heavy exploitation scenario. For the nonthreshold control rules, the more conservative options reduced the magnitude of overfishing, whereas for the threshold-based control rules the magnitude of overfishing increased with the more conservative options.
Increased uncertainty in assessment estimates had predictable effects on the performance measures, resulting in a lower biomass, lower long-term yield, a greater proportion of years with low biomass, longer rebuilding times, more variable yield, and higher F/F lim when overfishing occurred (Fig. 3) . In general, the relative performance of the control rules was similar for both the low and high uncertainty scenarios. Interestingly, the differences in mean biomass between low and high assessment uncertainty was smaller for the threshold-based control rules (Fig. 3) .
The effect that frequent overfishing has on long-term yield, as well as on the variability in yield, is shown in Fig. 4 . The P OF where yield is maximized depends on the steepness of the stock-recruit relationship and the target SPR. When the steepness and target SPR result in F lim values close to the true F MSY (h = 0.6 with SPR = 0.45 and h = 0.85 with SPR = 0.35), maximum long-term yield occurs at a P OF between 0.4 and 0.45 and declines above a P OF of 0.5. When F lim > F MSY (h = 0.6 with SPR = 0.35), yield is maximized when P OF = 0 and rapidly declines as P OF increases. When Note: The AAV of the catch is calculated following Punt (2003) as AAV ϭ ͚tϾ1 C͑t͒ Ϫ C͑t Ϫ 1͒/ ͚t C͑t͒. Fig. 2 . Probability of overfishing (P OF ) across control rules for different life histories, exploitation histories, steepness values, assessment uncertainties, recruitment variability, and autocorrelation levels explored. The horizontal line at 0.5 represents the threshold where overfishing is more likely than not.
with a modest decrease in yield for P OF above this level (Fig. 4) . These differences result not only from where F lim is relative to F MSY , but also from the shape of the stochastic yield curve. Among life histories, yield is high across a wide range of F values around F MSY when steepness is higher and declines more rapidly at high F values for the lower steepness (Fig. S1 1 ) . For all combinations of steepness and target SPR, variability in yield was lowest when P OF = 0 and gradually increase with increasing P OF . Interestingly, at higher P OF (above 0.7), variability in yield rapidly increases when steepness is low, while it gradually decreases when steepness is high (Fig. 4) .
Sensitivity runs
For the baseline model runs, the ABC calculated from a control rule was fixed for a 2-year interval between stock assessments. We evaluated setting the ABC using projections or fixing it over the interval and whether or not the ABC is a weighted average between the updated and previous assessments and how these different approaches interacted with the length of the assessment interval (2 or 5 years). Because of the large number of runs from the baseline analyses, these runs were conducted only for the medium life history using a subset of control rules (ABC = OFL, ABC set using the threshold P ‫ء‬ approach with an assumed CV for the OFL distribution of 0.7, and a fixed P ‫ء‬ of 0.4 with an assumed CV for the OFL of 0.37), and we focused only on the P OF, long-term yield, and yield AAV performance measures. Fixing the ABC over the interval resulted in less frequent overfishing and less variable yield relative to runs using projections. Overfishing was also more frequent when the ABC was averaged using the previous and updated assessment, although this approach resulted in less variable yield compared with runs where the ABC was based solely on the updated assessment. The longer assessment interval also increased the frequency of overfishing and was exacerbated when using projections or averaging the ABC (Table 7) .
Discussion
We evaluated alternative ABC harvest control rules over a range of scenarios to determine their effectiveness at achieving a suite of management objectives. An ideal control rule would limit overfishing, maintain or allow rebuilding to high stock biomass, and produce stable yields. Across the scenarios explored, the control rules that used a buffer when setting the ABC (<OFL) were able to limit the frequency of overfishing, with a probability of overfishing P OF below the 0.5 threshold required for federal US management. On average, the more conservative control rules (larger buffers) resulted in a lower P OF overall (often <0.3), high long-term biomass, similar or slightly higher long-term yield, similar variability in yield, fewer years with low biomass, and more rapid rebuilding compared with the less conservative control rules. The performance of the more conservative control rules was also robust to the different levels of assessment uncertainty we explored, such that the larger buffers performed as well or better than the smaller buffers, even when assessment uncertainty was low (i.e., they were not overly conservative). Thus, the more conservative control rules we explored appear well-suited to meet a range of long-term fisheries management objectives.
We explored eight control rules in this analysis, seven of which used a buffer when setting the ABC. The control rules that achieved the lowest P OF explored in this analysis utilized the Note: For a given exploitation scenario, the median is calculated across all other scenarios (e.g., life histories, recruitment variability, etc.). "All" references when the different exploitation runs were aggregated to calculate the median for each performance measure. See Table 5 for specifics on the performance measures. Fig. 3 . Median values for different performance measures across control rules explored for the low (solid line) and high (dashed line) assessment uncertainty runs. Median rebuilding years were calculated only for runs where the population started out overfished.
biomass-dependent target P ‫ء‬ with the largest buffers (high assumed CVs for the OFL distribution). Additionally, the fixed P ‫ء‬ control rules with a CV of 0.7 and 1.0 and 75% of F lim generally achieved P OF at or below 0.3 for many of the scenarios. Our results agree with other studies that found biomass-based control rules were effective in maintaining high average yield while reducing the risk of low biomass Irwin et al. 2008; Benson et al. 2016 ). Using a fixed P ‫ء‬ of 0.4 with CVs ≥0.37 or the approach using 75% of F lim as the target F were also effective control rules for limiting overfishing, but often resulted in slightly lower longterm average yield than the threshold-based control rules. Although the long-term yield (mean of the final 20 years of each run) of the more conservative control rules was similar to the less conservative control rules, the short-term effects on yield depended on the exploitation history. Yield during the first few years of control rule implementation was lower for the more conservative op- Fig. 4 . The relationship between the mean long-term yield and P OF (left) and mean catch variability (AAV) and P OF (right) by the assumed steepness (h) of the stock-recruit relationship and target SPR used to set F lim . The shaded region represents the density of results across all model runs, with darker regions representing more frequent model outcomes. Lines shown are the mean loess fit across all model runs for each combination of h and SPR. Thick and thin lines denote steepness (h = 0.85 and 0.6, respectively), and the solid and dashed lines denote the SPR limit (35% and 45%, respectively) . The open circles on each line show where the loess fit for yield is maximized and AAV is minimized. Table 7 . Median overfishing probability (P OF ) and variability in catch (AAV) by exploitation history for the subset of control rules explored in the sensitivity runs using projections, a longer assessment interval, and a weighted averaging of the ABC for the medium-lived life history. tions, yet long-term yield was comparable across control rules that used buffers over the entire time period the control rule was applied. This was particularly apparent in the scenarios that began in an overexploited condition because the biomass-based control rules had the largest buffers to rebuild the population quickly. Beyond yield, there may be important, additional benefits to the more conservative options, such as more rapid rebuilding for overfished populations and higher long-term biomass. One caveat to using more conservative control rules is that although overfishing was less frequent, when it did occur it was of a higher magnitude on average for the heavy exploitation scenarios compared with the less conservative control rules. One possible explanation is that there is some interaction between the pace of population growth and assessment uncertainty. Using the same operating and assessment model of this work, showed that variability in assessment estimates was higher when a harvest control rule was applied that caused larger changes in biomass over time and that autocorrelation in the error of assessment estimates was higher for short-lived, overfished stocks that increased in abundance. Another possibility is that the more rapid rebuilding of the threshold-based control rules increases the number of years with smaller buffers, although this mechanism only explains the slightly higher magnitude of overfishing between the threshold and nonthreshold options. Future work exploring the mechanisms behind this result is warranted.
Control
Another caveat associated with the yield predictions for the conservative control rules is that they depend on how well the F lim matches the steepness of the stock-recruit relationship. More conservative options had comparable or higher yield when F lim was close to or above F MSY , but when F lim is below F MSY , being too conservative can result in a considerable amount of forgone yield to the fishery (Little et al. 2016) . Thorson et al. (2012) estimated that the stock size that would produce MSY was about 40% of the unfished level, which should correspond to F MSY near F 40% . This value is within the range we simulated in our study. Careful consideration of the interactions between the shape of the stochastic yield curve, plausible steepness values of the stock, and the SPR targets for a given stock is needed (if possible) when deciding on how conservative the control rule should be for that species. The control rules we explored here could also have an effect on the shape of the yield curve (Irwin et al. 2008) , and future work will explore the yield curve shape across control rules.
ABCs must be set for a number of years in the future, depending on the length of the interval between stock assessments. Setting a fixed ABC in the future reduced the probability of overfishing, had comparable yield and lower variability in yield compared with using projections, both for the 2-and 5-year assessment intervals, and overfishing frequency was higher and yield lower for the longer (5-year) assessment interval, regardless of whether the ABC was fixed or based on projection. Using a weighted average of successive ABCs also resulted in a lower catch AAV, but a higher rate of overfishing and lower yield than the other methods. In the eastern US, projections are usually used to set catch limits for multiple years after an assessment, but our results suggest that fixing the ABC over the assessment interval may be more effective at achieving fishery objectives than using projections to set yearspecific ABCs.
The control rules we explored that used buffers to set the ABC limited overfishing (P OF < 0.5) across the range of sensitivity runs explored in this work, but there may be circumstances where their performance breaks down. For example, the size of the buffer needed to limit overfishing will depend on whether or not there may be bias in the assessment estimates. We included two scenarios of data quality that differed in the amount of observation and process error that generated the data sets, thereby affecting assessment accuracy, but these runs resulted in assessment estimates above and below the true values (i.e., variance but not bias). Assessment accuracy can degrade substantially if process uncertainties have trends over time (e.g., Wilberg and Bence 2006) or if the data are relatively uninformative about the population state (e.g., Bence et al. 1993) . Frequent overestimation of biomass has been documented (Wiedenmann and Jensen 2015; Brooks and Legault 2016) , and, in such cases, the buffers of the controls rules evaluated here may not be sufficient. For example, our analyses explored the 75% of F lim control rule and found it to perform well across runs, and it was generally comparable to the fixed P ‫ء‬ = 0.4 approach with a CV between 0.7 and 1.0. The 75% of F lim control rule has been used historically for many stocks in the New England groundfish complex (NEFMC 2009), but it has not been sufficient at limiting overfishing for many of these stocks, largely due to overestimation of terminal biomass (Wiedenmann and Jensen 2015) . Accounting for estimation biases in assessment models is an important modification to consider in an MSE, and research into the sources and impacts of such biases is needed.
An additional source of error that we did not include in our simulations was implementation error, such that the specified ABC was removed from the population. We excluded implementation error from our models because our goal was to characterize ABC control rule performance rather than the performance of management for a given stock. For many fisheries, particularly those with large recreational sectors (e.g., Terceiro 2011), the ABC may frequently be exceeded by a large margin. There may also be interactions between the size of the ABC and the magnitude of implementation error, with larger overages occurring at low ABCs (Little et al. 2014 ). In such cases the control rules we explored would likely have resulted in greater P OF , although it would depend on the pattern of implementation error. In federal US fisheries management, implementation error should be considered by managers when setting annual catch limits (ACL ≤ ABC), with larger buffers between the ACL and ABC when the error is large (Federal Register 2009). Because we were focused on the performance of ABC control rules, we did not consider implementation error in our model. Consideration of both factors in a broader analysis might reveal interesting patterns with respect to control rule performance, particularly if the goal is to test a management system for a specific fishery.
Another potential modification to the current model might be to add changes in stock productivity associated with a regime shift (Hare and Mantua 2000) . MSE studies for species undergoing regime shifts have been conducted, although these studies generally focus on the development of specific control rules that include the effects of environmental covariates on recruitment and reference points (A'Mar et al. 2009 ). In general, attempts to account for changing environmental conditions in a harvest control rule result in greater variability in control rule performance, particularly when the projected changes do not occur (Punt et al. 2013) . The control rules explored in this study do not attempt to account for changing environmental conditions, but control rules that do so may be important for stocks with well-understood linkages between stock productivity and climate variability.
Identifying harvest control rules that are robust to uncertainty is essential for effective fisheries management. This work showed that even modest buffers when setting the ABC are generally effective at limiting overfishing, in the sense that the limit fishing mortality rate is not frequently exceeded, but that more conservative control rules may result in higher average biomass, comparable yield long term, more rapid rebuilding, and lower risk of being overfished. Furthermore, it supports the notion that F MSY (or proxy) be treated as a limit and not a target (Mace 2001) . The results of this work may be used as a guide for managers in the selection of an appropriate ABC for their stock, and the flexible MSE framework developed here may be used to explore a wider range of control rules under different conditions or for particular case studies.
